
 

 
 

 

 

Break the Cycle of Generational Trauma to  

Ground Yourself in Power, Purpose & Inner Peace  

Did you know that the experiences of your ancestors — both positive and negative — can be passed 

down from generation to generation, leaving psychic and even physical imprints?  The Ancestral 

Healing Summit will connect you to the mighty healing power of ancestral work that can help us 

transform our lives and lineages while simultaneously healing historical, collective, and cultural 

wounds that linger in our world today.   
 

Dr. Linda Backman is joining an amazing group of international wayshowers at this  

FREE groundbreaking 4-day virtual event January 18-21, 2022! 
 

 
 

Featured on Dr. Oz & Coast to Coast AM, expert psychologist, regression therapist and worldwide 

teacher Dr. Linda Backman has 44 years of private practice experience, including over 25 years 

guiding Soul Regressions. Linda has been conducting Between Lives Soul Regression training since 

2002. She is the author of Souls on Earth, The Evolving Soul & Bringing Your Soul to Light. 
 

 

FRIDAY, JAN. 21, 10-10:45 AM MST - Host Lisa Bonnice explores this life-changing topic with 

Dr. Linda Backman: When Interplanetary Past Life Karma Unravels Earth-Based Ancestral 

Trauma:  Souls evolve lifetime to lifetime through incarnation both on Earth and in other celestial 

settings. Karmic trauma can happen between souls during interplanetary lives. Your current life, pre-

birth plan is intended to heal Earth or non-Earth past life wounds. Revelation of interplanetary past 

lives with key people of today, whether family, friends, or others, reveals liberation. Discover clues 

with Dr. Linda Backman to unlock the memory of past lives with your ancestors. 
 

At the Ancestral Healing Summit January 18-21, 2022, leading experts and inspiring teachers will 

share a powerful synthesis of spirituality and shamanism, science and psychology, and ancient 

wisdom from around the world that can transform your life and your lineage.   
 

REGISTER TODAY FOR THIS PHENOMENAL *FREE* 4-DAY ONLINE EVENT! 
 

Visit Dr. Linda Backman’s web site: www.ravenheartcenter.com 
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